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National Geographic Simply Beautiful Photographs takes readers on a spectacular visual

journey through some of the most stunning photographs to be found in National Geographic’s

famed Image Collection. Award-winning photographer Annie Griffiths culled the images to

reflect the many variations on the universal theme of beauty. Chapters are organized around

the aesthetic concepts that create beauty in a photograph: Light, Composition, Moment

(Gesture and Emotion), Motion, Palette, and Wonder.Beyond the introduction and brief essays

about each featured concept, the text is light. The photographs speak for themselves,

enhanced by lyrical quotes from scholars and poets. In the chapter on Light, for example, we

read these words of whimsical wisdom from songwriter Leonard Cohen: “Ring the bells that still

can ring. Forget your perfect offering. There is a crack in everything. That's how the lights get

in.” And then the images flow, of light entering scenes through windows, clouds, and spotlights,

from above, alongside, and behind, casting radiance upon young ballerinas and weathered

men, into groves of autumn trees and island-dotted seas, revealing everything it touches to be

beautiful beyond expectation.To illuminate the theme of Wonder, Griffiths chose a wish from

Andre Bazin: “If I had influence with the good fairy...I should ask that her gift to each child in the

world be a sense of wonder so indestructible that it would last throughout life.” This thought is

juxtaposed with an exquisite vision in white, a frame filled with the snowy-pure dots and rays of

a bird’s fan tail. And on it goes, picture after tantalizing picture, alive with wondrous

beauty.When she created National Geographic Simply Beautiful Photographs, Annie Griffiths

set two goals: to maximize visual delight, and to create a book unique in the world of publishing

—one in which many of the photographs could be purchased as prints. She has succeeded on

both counts. Many of these stunning images are av
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Debra, “Stimulating Photos. I bought this for my neighbor who used to be an avid reader before

dementia robbed her of that ability. The photos are gorgeous, and she likes holding a book

and turning pages. Her faithful husband/caregivers can have something about which to talk to

her, and the book is not too heavy or big, about 6”x6”.”

Mandie527, “The photos are stunning, but the book itself is "pretty," not "Beautiful.". I know I

definitely should have seen this from the description, but it is a very small (albeit heavy) book.

It came up in a search for coffee table books so I thought it would be larger. I also agree with

another reviewer that the print quality is not sharp. It reminds me of photos printed off of your

home printer. It was a fine "filler" gift for a family member, but not the "wow" item I thought it

would be, especially being by NatGeo.”

Judge J Drhedd, “Eye Candy. If youre an aspiring photographer, the best lessons that you

could pick-up from this book are 1) composition, 2) patience in waiting for the right time to get

the perfect picture, 3) perspective and the tug to really go way out there (not your usual places,

time, subjects) to take a picture. Other than these, dont expect much of a "teaching book."

There is an essay, to start every chapter, which somehow broach on theory (like 'Light') and

how some the pictures were taken, but in terms of diagram, showing aperture and shutter

settings, there's just none in this book.So this book serves as eyecandy more than anything,

and it does a good job at that. The editor really did dig deep inside natgeo's archive, and i only

see very few repeats, few familiar pictures. The book touches the heart. It will make you realize

the smallness of what youve seen and experienced of this planet.The printing quality though

could have been done better--the page is a bit muddled, even grainy to the touch, unlike the



detailed sharp quality of photog books by Peachpit press for example. (this is the main reason

why i scored 4 instead of 5)But a good buy nonetheless at 20 USD. A perfect coffee table book,

at the very least.”

A E Cole, “Soft back version is an affordable and excellent value!. Gorgeous photography!!!

Can go through it over and over and still discover and appreciate new aspects. However since

it is the soft back version, it is much smaller than the hard back. The pictures are even more

spectacular.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful Book. This is an extremely beautiful book, as expected from

National Geographic. I Am interested in Photography and this book gives a lot of ideas for

future projects, however, may need some modifications for Scottish Climate. This book, I think,

is part of a series and I have now got 6 of them. Sits beautifully on my bookshelf. I would

recommend this book.  I would also RECOMMEND this Vendor. (See review).”

Ms. Elizabeth Richards, “Gorgeous. Bought as a birthday present for myself & looked long &

hard at which Nat Geographic coffee table book I Would get & believe me, I was not

disappointed in choosing this one. Beautiful photographs, which I know I will enjoy looking at

time & time again. Already have my favourite from my first look through, I wonder if this will

change on my second look through . Stunning & will give me joy for years.”

Brian Ray, “Beautiful Photographs. The Book is exactly as described by the vendor and I am

extremely pleased with the purchase”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 552 people have provided feedback.
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